
“OLD WINE IN THE OLD BOTTLE” 
 

1) The 25th National Council, as usual, dispensed without any decision on the lingering 
issue of TTAs qualified as JTOs in 1996 JTO RR.  It is reported that the National 
Council has once again ended up with the very usual conclusion that the matter can 
be considered after disposal of the Chandigarh case of contempt (COCP 1431/2008). 
-“The old wine in the old bottle”. The proprietors & the whole sale agents of  
settling this issue through “the strategic alliance” with recognized union shrinks to 
“deep silence” after much proclamations and boasting through  blogs, during the 
days before every National councils. However we accept and appreciate on the 
tiresome effort these comrades has taken in the pre-national council meeting on 23-
6-2011, to make the item No.30 unanimously accepted by the NC members!. (We, 
the poor fellows, forget that the items to national council were referred to BSNL 
management after unanimous decision of recognized union, several weeks before 
pre-national council meeting!) 

 
2) Friends, a little intelligence will reveal the fact. The Chandigarh case of contempt 

(COCP 1431/2008) is filed basically on the question of promotion of JTO qualified 
officials through diversion of post from DR quota to Departmental quota. In response 
to this case, BSNL management has already passed a decision  in the management 
committee of BSNL Board in its 104th meeting dated 4-11-2008, which vide executive 
direction  F.No.3-9/2007-Pers-IV dated 11-11-2008 stated that : 
1) There will be no further diversion of DR quota posts to 35% departmental quota. 
2) All the 3500 posts of JTO of DR quota diverted will stand re-diverted to the DR 

quota with immediate effect. As such, where does the question of contempt 
exist?  

 
3) All the unions in BSNL have been consistently demanding for settling the issue of 

regularization of JTO qualified TTAs by “up gradation of substantive post to JTO”. 
No unions have been asked to promote by diversion of DR quota to departmental 
quota, which is already banned by Hon’ble courts. As every body know, up gradation 
of TTA post has nothing to do or interfere with diverted post of JTO from DR quota.  
It is no more an action for contempt of court. As such, what is the logic in deciding 
that “the matter can be considered after disposal of the Chandigarh case of 
contempt ” ?  

 
4) What happens if the Chandigarh case of contempt (COCP 1431/2008) get further 

delayed.?.  What action is so far taken to dispose the COCP No:1431/2008 ?  
Can’t any interested parties in the COCP 1431/2008, either petitioner or 
respondent or both together on mutual understanding, delay the case further? 

 
5) So friends, try to understand the politics behind it. There is a strong lobby to delay 

the regularization process, legitimately.  Try to pick the real culprits who are 
playing in tune with management to delay the process of regulation of JTO qualified 
officials. These culprits are dreaming of becoming senior JTO to that of the senior 
TTAs qualified and awaiting JTO promotion under JTO RR 1996. Management is also 
at advantage by eliminating a mass of seniors who get normal retirement from 
service due to inordinate delay in settling the issue. Thousands of JTO qualified 
TTAS have already left BSNL without availing benefits of promotion, because of this.  

 
6) Ultimately the unions are not “debating the issue” but “bowing before the 

management for the settlement at mercy”. They fail pathetically in national 
councils. Neither the union leaders nor their “agents” are not sound enough in 
dealing the intricate issues like this. 


